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Introduction: 
Becoming a Beloved Community

“The end is reconciliation; the end is redemption; the end is 
the creation of the Beloved Community. It is this type of 
spirit and this type of love that can transform opponents 
into friends. It is this type of understanding goodwill that 
will transform the deep gloom of the old age into the 
exuberant gladness of the new age. It is this love which will 
bring about miracles in the hearts of men.” 

-- Martin Luther King, Jr., 1956



Social Justice Initiative

Retention
Build student leadership
Experiential learning



Becoming the Beloved 
Community & Civil Rights Tour

Auburn, Alabama

April 1st – 4th, 2022



A New Community

On April 1st, 2022 Governors State University sent two staff members 
and thirteen student leaders to Auburn, Alabama as a part of Auburn 
University's initiative to create a beloved community.



Why?
“I want to be involved in the Beloved Community Civil 
Rights Tour and Conference because the 
conference/tour will provide an opportunity for 
students to think critically about community advocacy 
and the roles that will play an essential part in being 
an impactful community and social justice advocate.”

--Chanell Raines



The Process
Pre-trip agreements

Trip tours

Conference attendance

On-location reflections



Agreements20:08:00 From DD to Everyone:
I need for everyone to allow themselves to be 
vulnerable. Open to the process.
20:08:06 From CN to Everyone:
Authenticity
20:08:11 From AV to Everyone:
I hope people can help me be vulnerable - and 
take what I might say or do with generosity.
20:08:23 From KB to Everyone:
I don't need much, however, I ask that 
everyone keep an open mind and be respectful 
and tolerant with one another so this can be 
harmonious experience.
20:08:30 From BM to Everyone:
What I need from everyone is love and an 
open mind. An open mind to experiencing and 
learning new things.
20:08:40 From TS to Everyone:
I think it would be extremely beneficial to have 
everyone to be transparent on this trip. No 
masks. No judgment. Organic.

20:08:52 From HT to Everyone:
I would like good time management as 
possible so we can focus on the subject 
matter at hand.
20:09:48 From CN to Everyone:
Perspective
20:10:18 From CN to Everyone:
Space. This trip will be heavy and we all 
deal with things in different ways.
20:10:20 From DD to Everyone:
Respect
20:10:31 From PW to Everyone:
I need for each of us to state our needs 
while on the trip. To give grace.
20:10:49 From ZT to Everyone:
I think it would be most beneficial if 
everyone came to the experience with an 
open mind and a willingness to look at 
the experience from more than their 
own perspective.



Crossing the Bridge



The Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to 
Mass Incarceration and Memorial



Reflections
Every night of the trip student 
leaders reflected with the group 
about the experiences of the 
day. Chastinee is seen here 
journaling about hers and 
others.



Participants and Observers



Becoming Beloved Community - Trailer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_Yp-IoxPmo


Developing Leadership

“When she first came on this trip she was kind of shy. 
She wasn’t talking to a lot of people. And then, on the 
last day, she kind of got up in front of the room. It 
inspired me a little bit to see how she went from 
shyness to being able to get up in a room. It made me 
also want to talk more and get to know more people.”

--Bryce Mack



The Beloved Community

GSU student leaders, Alex, Hannah, and Chastinee look on as 
we all attend the Beloved Community Conference. 



Hannah’s perspective

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWt7INgWKl4


Outcomes

Video Interviews

Presented to the GSU Board of Directors in June



Discussion

Questions?

Thoughts?



Next Steps
University staff, faculty, administration must understand and 
support students in their roles as leaders: 

• Hannah - poet, artist
• Tiyen and Zhamarr - documentary and continued film 

work
• Latrice - voter registration
• Peter - Public Health Brigade in Ghana 

And students’ continued work:

• Be an involved community of students - stay hopeful in 
creating global citizens

• Attend monthly meetings on social justice
• Advise the SJI at GSU
• Shape Social Justice Leadership at GSU
• Present to the GSU family and your relatives



Invitation
July 29 film festival showing mini-documentary



Thank you!
Dr. Phyllis West, Director Social Justice Initiative
pwest@govst.edu 

Dr. Amy Vujaklija, Associate Professor English Education
avujaklija@govst.edu 

Ms. Hannah Teverbaugh, Student in B.A. Interdisciplinary Studies program
hteverbaugh@student.govst.edu 

Mr. Zhamarr Thompkins, Student in M.F. A. Independent Film & Digital Imaging program
zthompkins@student.govst.edu 

Mr. Tiyen Simmons, Student in M.F. A. Independent Film & Digital Imaging program
tsimmons8@student.govst.edu 
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